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Learn-for-a-Month Publisher, imprint of Character Ink Press

@All rights reserved. Permission to print given to those who purchased (family or group level).
Last printing 2019.
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Contact via email: characterinklady@gmail.com

Learn-for-a-Month
What Are Learn-for-a-Month (LFAM) Writing Books?
The Write-for-a-Month (WFAM) and Write On! (WO) series of books is from Learn-for-a- Month’s (LFAM)
line of digital publications. LFAM is a new primarily-digital arm of the small- press homeschool publisher,
Character Ink Press, and houses a variety of month-long writing books, grammar downloads, readers,
and more for teachers, parents, tutors, co-op leaders, and homeschoolers.
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The WFAM and WO books are writing/composition books of two to four lengthy lessons each, between
50 and 120 pages per book (depending on the level). These books contain writing projects based on old
books/current movies/characters that children and adults love or historical characters/animals/nature
topics (indicated by titles/covers). The programs contain all types of writing, especially focusing on
research reports, essays, and stories.
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The projects in both of the series all use the author’s signature “Directed Writing Approach,” which takes
students by the hand every step of the way from prewriting (brainstorming, character and plot
development, research, etc.) to skill building (for projects requiring certain skills, such as quotes or
imagery or persuasion, etc.) to outlining (based on the type of writing) to writing rough drafts to editing
(via the Checklist Challenge) to final copy. Each project has detailed samples for students to see how the
project was written by another student (a rarity in writing programs) and in-depth lessons of all of the skills
needed in order to complete that project.
Each series contains five books*

Level I: Early Elementary

Level II: Upper Elementary
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Level III: Junior High

Level IV: High School
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Level V: Advanced High School

*See back matter for a listing of all fifteen series that are at the store or are coming soon!! (They are listed
on the Write-for-a-Month and Write On! pages of the back matter.)

This book, Beauty and the Beast Level IV, is designed for beginning high school students and contains the
following projects (from pre-writing through final product with all the instruction and skills needed for each
assignment):
•
•
•

Outline and Story Over Given Expanded Beauty and Beast Story, Part I
Original Comparative Descriptive Essay—Before and After the Beast and the Prince
Original Research Report on Something From Beauty and Beast’s World

Each project in this book has detailed samples for students to see how the project was written by another
student and in depth lessons of all of the skills needed in order to complete that project—Introduction to the
Sentence by Sentence Outline; Writing From a Sentence by Sentence Outline; Advanced Checklist Challenge;
Skill of “Show Don’t Tell” by Describing a Character’s Actions and Mannerisms; Comparative Words and
Sentences; Contrasting Phrases and Sentences; Overview Source Outlining Method; “Color-Coded Research”;
Outlining Cards; One-Topic-Per-Paragraph Method; Major Works/Minor Works; Redundancy Box; Checklist
Challenge Coding; Thesis Statement and Thesis Statement “Reloaded”; and More!
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Write On, Beauty and Beast!--Level IV (High School)
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Projects 3 & 4: Report on Something From Belle and Beast’s World
Advanced Original Research Report

Overview of Research Report on Something From Belle & Beast’s World
(Overview Box**--Read Only)

You will be writing an informative report over the next two weeks. An informative report is a report that informs a reader.
It has factual information in it about a topic. It basically teaches a reader about a subject.

To write an informative report, you will need to research to get information. Remember, you are going to inform your
reader, so you want to find information from books or online sources to put in your report. At this level, you will learn how
to use multiple sources, insert and cite quotations, make outlining cards, and create a list of Works Cited at the
end (that tells the reader the sources from which you got the information for your report).
All students will write a Closing Paragraph.

VI. SOURCES

A. Basic students will use 2 sources. You will be told in
the writing instructions what types of sources to use.
B. Extension students will use 3 sources. You will be
told in the writing instructions what types of sources
to use.
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A. Creature legends
B. Castles
C. Foods
D. Activities in Small Towns
E. Buildings in Small Towns
F. Rooms Found in Castles
G. Fairy Tale Castles
H. Compare/Contrast Real vs. Fairy Tale Castles

V. CLOSING PARAGRAPH
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I. TOPIC OF REPORT
You will be writing an informative report about
Something From Belle and Beast’s World (Late
Middle Ages - 1600’s) in France*

*Note: Paragraph topic suggestions are given in Lesson A.
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II. NUMBER OF PARAGRAPHS OF THE BODY
OF YOUR REPORT
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A. Basic students will write 4 paragraphs of the body
(P’soB) one item per paragraph.
B. Extension students will write 5 paragraphs of the
body (P’soB) one item per paragraph.

III. SENTENCES PER PARAGRAPH

A. Basic students will write 6-8 sentences* per paragraph.
B. Extension students will write 7-9 sentences* per
paragraph.

*Note: You may always choose to write fewer sentences per paragraph but more total paragraphs in any CI writing assignment,
with your teacher’s permission.

VII. QUOTATIONS IN YOUR REPORT

All students will include 2 or more direct quotations.
You will be given instructions on how to do this within the
writing lesson.

VIII. WRITE ON/ADDITIONAL SKILLS

You will learn/further develop the following additional
skills:
A. Overview Source Outlining Method
B. “Color-Coded Research”
C. Outlining Cards
D. One-Topic-Per-Paragraph Method
E. MLA - Type Quotation Citation
F. Major Works/Minor Works
G. Redundancy Box
H. Checklist Challenge Coding
I. Thesis Statement and Thesis Statement
“Reloaded”

IV. OPENING PARAGRAPH

All students will write an Opening Paragraph.

**Note: This Overview Box, which is provided at the beginning of each project, is here to give students (and teachers) an at-a-glance
look at the entire composition assignment. Each step of each lesson is assigned and detailed throughout the week(s).
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Lesson A. Research and Study Skills: Choose Your
Topic and Locate an Overview Source
You have been given a list of topics from which to choose for your report. The first step in writing a report is to choose the
topic you will be writing about.

<> A-1. Read the sample Research Report and Works Cited provided at the end of this project
(Sample for A-1).
<> A-2. Think about these aspects of topic choosing:
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(1) You will be breaking your report down into paragraphs. Consider this when you choose your topic too.
a. For example, some topics are easy to break down, like in the case of the topic types of castles
you can easily choose five different types of castles for the body of your report.
b. In this report’s case, you would spend one paragraph on each castle type.

(2) You will want to choose a topic from the list that is most interesting to you. You will be reading and researching about the topic, so you want to be sure you enjoy learning about it.
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(3) You want to choose a topic that you know you can find information about easily. For example, if you know you
have a castle website that has information about various castles in it (that would make a good “Overview
Source”), you might want to write about the types of castles.
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Look again at the suggested Belle and Beast’s World topics that were provided in the Overview Box. Note that each capital letter will be one paragraph long. Each header is a separate report topic—thus, you will choose one header and research the capital letter topics given below the report topic you choose.*
Report About Creature Legends
A. The Princess and the Frog
B. The Little Mermaid
C. Pinocchio
D. The Ugly Duckling
E. Beauty and the Beast
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Report About Castles
A. Motte and Bailey
B. Shell Keep
C. Stone Keep
D. Concentric
E. Gothic

Report About Activities in Small Town
A. Feasting
B. Weddings
C. Funerals
D. Market Day
E. Dance

Report About Buildings in Small Towns
A. Town Hall
B. Mayor’s House
C. Blacksmith’s Shop
D. Tavern
E. Jail

Report About Rooms Found in Castles
A. Great Hall
B. Bedchamber
C. Kitchen
D. Dungeon
E. Ballroom

Report About Compare/Contrast - Real vs. Fairy
Tale Castles
A. Beast’s Castle
B. Neuschwanstein Castle
C. From Sleeping Beauty
D. Tower of London
E. Camelot
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Report About Fairy Tale Castles
A. Beast’s Castle
B. Castle from Cinderella
C. Castle from Sleeping Beauty
D. Camelot
E. Ice Castle
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Report About Foods
A. Breakfast
B. Lunch
C. Supper
D. Snacks
E. Drinks

*You may choose a different report topic and/or different paragraph topics with your teacher’s permission. These
are just suggestions.

<> A-3. Write the topic you have chosen on the topic line below. (If you are not ready to commit to your exact
topic yet, you may skip this now and come back to it later.)
Topic:

_______________________________________
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<> A-4. Study the “Choosing Sources” box provided.

Choosing Sources
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Specifically, you might like a source book that contains any or all of the following:
1. Sidebars with further explanations of the material
2. Section headings that indicate what the next section is about
3. Pictures, graphs, and drawings that help to explain difficult information
4. Short chapters, but more chapters, that begin anew with each aspect of your topic
5. Vocabulary words or other challenging/technical terms in bold font or italics and defined somewhere--either directly in the text, in a sidebar, or in a glossary (list of terms and their definitions located
in the back of the book)
6. Detailed Table of Contents that not only lists the chapter titles but also the section headings, if possible
7. Index in the back of the book that tells you specifically on what page each minor topic can be found
8. Summaries at the ends of the chapters that briefly tell you what the chapters contain
Box A-4
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<> A-5. Study the “Looking Ahead at the Overview Source Method and Color-Coded Research”
box provided to see the “big picture” of the research method you will be using in this project.
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Looking Ahead...at the “Overview Source Method” and “Color-Coded Research”
(Read Only Box**)

**These abbreviated instructions/this “Looking Ahead” box explains the “Overview Source Method” and “ColorCoded Research” in a shortened fashion. These steps are all detailed within the assignments in this lesson.

In the “Overview Source Method” of writing, you will find one source (the “Overview Source”) in the beginning that will
help you learn about your topic in a concise way--and that will help you divide up information in your report more
easily. Once you find this source, you will use this source to decide what all you will put in your report, how you
will break down the information, etc. Then when you add other sources to the research process, you will know where
to plug in the information from that source(s) easily.
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In a nutshell, you will do the following steps with your Overview Source. Detailed steps will follow during the outlining assignment. This box is for reading only--before you get into each step.
(1) Find a source based on the criteria given--the “Overview Source.”
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Example: Exploring Castles (castle website)

(2) Read that source (or section about your topic in that source) thoroughly.
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(3) As you read through your Overview Source, decide how you will divide up the information into paragraphs for your report and write those paragraph topics on the Topic of Paragraph of Body lines provided
in your worktext:
Example:

Topic of Paragraph of Body A (PoB-A): Motte and Bailey
Topic of Paragraph of Body B (PoB-B): Shell Keep Castle
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Topic of Paragraph of Body C (PoB-C): Stone Keep Castle
Topic of Paragraph of Body D (PoB-D): Concentric Castle
Topic of Paragraph of Body E (PoB-E): Gothic Castle

Box A-5 (continued on next page)
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Box A-5 (continued from previous page)

Looking Ahead -- Overview and Color-Coded (continued)
(4) Highlight your Paragraph of Body (PoB) lines (in the Outlining Cards at the end of the project) in this
worktext and your Overview Source with “Color Coded Research” following these steps:
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a. Choose the same number of colors of highlighters+ as your assigned paragraphs for the body of
your paper.
b. Highlight the first Topic of Paragraph line (PoB-A) in your worktext with one color of highlighter.
c. Then go through your Overview Source and highlight information that will fit in that paragraph
(PoB-A) with the same color of highlighter that you highlighted the PoB-A line in step b. above.
d. Continue in this manner, using the “Color-Coded Research” approach to highlight your PoB lines in
this worktext and your Overview Source until you have color coded all of your PoB lines and the
information in your Overview Source.
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Note: Thus, if the motte and bailey castle information (information for your first paragraph)
in your Overview Source is highlighted in blue, the Topic of PoB-A (motte and bailey castle)
line in this worktext will be highlighted in the same blue. This is the basic step of CI’s “ColorCoded Research.”
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(5) Choose another source (or sources) that contains information specifically about the paragraph topics
that you have chosen from your Overview Source to include in your report. “Color-Code” this source in
the same way that you did your Overview Source (using the same colors in your additional sources for
each PoB that you used in your Overview Source and that you used on your Topic of PoB lines in this
worktext).
Examples: (1) Castles of Britain and (2) History on the Net
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(6) Write information from all of your source(s) beneath your PoB note headers (for the sentences of your
report) on the Outlining Cards provided.
PoB-A: Motte and Bailey Castle
Support Sentence (SS) 1: Quote from Exploring Castles
SS 2:Motte = hill & tower
SS 3: Wood fence & M=moat/bridge

You may use whatever you desire for your color coding—highlighters, colored pencils or pens,
crayons, etc. (though some implements will not be seen through, so you must underline, circle, box, etc., your
information if you use these). If your source is not one that may be marked on, you may use various colors
of sticky notes that you label.
+

*Note: Your Overview Source will help you determine what your Paragraph Topics will be. All of your sources
will be used to get the content for your outline and report.
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<> A-6. Choose an “Overview Source” to help you become familiar with your topic.

You will be helped greatly in the research, outlining, and writing process for research-based reports if you use Character
Ink’s “Overview Source” when you first begin a research-based writing project.
Consider how this source will be used when choosing your “Overview Source” for this writing project:
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(1) The first purpose of the “Overview Source” is to determine what information (paragraph topics) you want to
include in your paper--and to give you a “big picture” look at your topic.
a. When you have a strong Overview Source, it is simple to decide what your paragraph topics will be.
b. While your “Overview Source” will be excellent for giving you your paragraph topics, you will not be
permitted to get more than 50% (Extension--33%) of your report’s information (notes on your Outlining
Cards) from that source.
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(2) You want to choose an Overview Source for this that contains information about all aspects of your topic. For
example, if you are writing about five different types of castles (one paragraph per castle type), your
“Overview Source” needs to contain information about all five castle types, as well as some other information that you might desire to put in your Opening or Closing Paragraph, if possible. (See *Note below.)

(3) You want this source (or at least your sections of that source) to be one that you can read in one sitting-not a lengthy book about the topic.
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(4) You want the section of your first source to be short enough that you can write the assigned number of
paragraphs of your report using that as your first source, but not so short that the portions of it about your
topic are shorter than your report will be.
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*Note: A good rule of thumb for your Overview Source is that it be at least four times as
long as your assigned text. Thus, if you are assigned eight total paragraphs, you do not
want your Overview Source to be shorter than thirty-two paragraphs--though it may
be longer. If your source is the same length as your paper will be, you are back to middle school writing. You want to have a lot of material to choose from then pick the
portions you want to include in your report. When you begin this merging of multiple
sources, you are truly starting to write at an upper level.

(5) You want your source to be long enough that you can find enough information for your topic, but not so long
that wading through it is too laborious--and determining what information you want to use or do not want to
use is too hard.
Note: For example, if you had one book of three hundred pages about concentric
castles, you would not have the information for your other castle types, and you would
be wading through way too much information for one paragraph about concentric
castles.
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*Note: With a varied topic such as this one, you may need more than one “Overview
Source”--such as one encyclopedia entry for each castle type. In that case, consider
all of these “Overview Sources” together as one source in your total number of sources
assigned but detail each one separately in your list of Works Cited. For example:
a. Five encyclopedia entries about motte and bailey castles, shell keep castles, stone
keep castles, concentric castles, and gothic castles will equal one of your two (or
three sources)--but will be listed as five individual entries in your Works Cited.
b. One website containing articles on all five castle types will be one source and one
entry in your Works Cited.

(6) Online encyclopedias, books with long chapters that are each about a different castle type, etc., are good
“Overview Sources.”
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<> A-7. Read the information in your Overview Source(s) that pertains to your topic.
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Using Multiple Sources in Research Report Writing

When using multiple sources for report writing, follow these steps with your sources:
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1. Begin with “Best” Source: Always begin with the source that will help you choose your
paragraph topics (i.e. your Overview Source).
2. Move to “Next Best” Source: Then move on to the source that contains the next
greatest amount of information you will need.
3. Continue with Other Sources: Continue in this manner, using the sources that contain
the most information first, then moving onto the ones with less usable information.
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Lesson B. Research and Study Skills: Write “Working” Thesis
Statement, Gather Information From Overview Source,
Choose Additional Source(s), and Start Color-Coded
Research

By now you should have found your sources, read your “Overview Source,” and chosen your topic. Since you are writing
a research-based report, you need to be sure that you take notes on your topic in an organized way--and that you do not
include too much in your notes that you will not need for your report or leave out information that you will need in order to
write a strong report.
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One way that you can be helped in this process is to write what is known as a Thesis Statement--a statement declaring what your entire paper is going to be about. This is similar to when you learned how to write the opening sentence
(Topic Sentence) of a paragraph--a sentence that tells what your entire paragraph is about. Only in the case of a Thesis Statement, you will not write just what one paragraph is about--but you will write what the entire report is
going to be about.

For instance, if you were writing an opening sentence about one of the paragraphs in your report about concentric castles,
you might write, Of all medieval castle designs, the most defensive was the concentric castle. This would tell your reader
that your paragraph is going to be about concentric castles.
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However, you cannot use that sentence for the Thesis Statement for your entire report because it only tells what that one
paragraph is about--the paragraph about concentric castle. The Thesis Statement must tell what the entire report
is about.
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A Thesis Statement is a commitment of sorts. You are committing to the topic(s) you are going to write about. Of course,
you may always change your mind and start back at Step One in any writing project, but your “Working” Thesis Statement
gets you moving immediately.

Your Thesis Statement for the types of castles report might be Numerous types of castles existed in the Middle Ages,
but five of the most common were the motte and bailey, the shell keep, the stone keep, the concentric, and the
gothic.

Since you have read your Overview Source, and at least skimmed your additional source(s), you will probably be ready
to come up with a “Working” Thesis Statement--one that you may tweak later when you write your Opening Paragraph.

<> B-1. Follow these tips to write the “Working” Thesis Statement for your report.*
(1) Write one sentence that tells the reader what your report is about.

(2) Be sure it includes all aspects of your report (i.e. all the castle types in your types of castles, not just
about concentric castles).
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(3) Tell your reader what you plan to include in your report (to a small extent, list the castle types your report
is about).

(4) Do not say, In this report, you will read about...

(5) Include the four or five types of castles in your “Working” Thesis Statement--in the order you will include
them in your paper.

Note: If you do not feel prepared to write your “Working” Thesis Statement at this time,
you may skip this assignment and come back to it after you complete the next assignment.
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Example of Thesis Statement
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*Numerous types of castles existed in the Middle Ages, but five of the most
common were the motte and bailey, the shell keep, the stone keep, the concentric,
and the gothic.
+Note: If your report will be about a certain number of items, list these in your Thesis
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Statement in the same order you will include them in your report. For example, in the
sample Thesis Statement above, the PoB-A will be about the motte and bailey; PoB-B will
be about the shell keep beans; PoB-C will be about the stone keep, etc. (After four or six
topics or aspects, a list in the Thesis Statement can become overwhelming to readers.
When you feel you are at that point, you will want to omit the list or give a partial list, such
as the following: France is a beautiful, interesting country with an unusual history, gorgeous sites, and much more.)

Your “Working” Thesis Statement

My “Working” Thesis Statement for This Report: ____________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Student Box B-1
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<> B-2. Re-read and mark your “Overview Source” for possible aspects that you want to include in
your report.
(1) Skim through the text of your source to get an idea of the various aspects of your topic.

(a) As you skim through your source, consider that you are writing four or five paragraphs
about your topic--and your source contains many paragraphs!

(b) You will need to decide which parts of your topic you want in your report (since you
cannot include all of the information from your source in just a short report).
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Note: You will choose one castle type for each paragraph. Each paragraph
will be 6-9 sentences in length. You will only be able to include highlights
about each castle type in that short space.

(2) Read the sections of your Overview Source that pertain to your topic.
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(3) Now that you have skimmed and read your Overview Source, determine what your paragraph breaks
will be. Once you have determined what your PoB Topics are, list them on the Topic of PoB lines provided
below (Student Box B-2) in the order you will include them in your report.
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Note: These should be the same castle types in the same order as what you have listed
in your “Working” Thesis Statement above. If they are not, tweak them in one place or
the other as needed.
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Topic of PoB-A: ______________________________________________________
Topic of PoB-B: ______________________________________________________
Topic of PoB-C: ______________________________________________________
Topic of PoB-D: ______________________________________________________
Extension--Topic of PoB-E: _____________________________________________
Student Box B-2

(4) Now begin the “Color-Coded Research” process as follows:

(a) Choose four or five different colors of highlighters+--one color for each castle type you will write about in
your report.
(b) Highlight the first Topic of Paragraph of Body line (PoB-A) in Student Box B-2 with one color of
highlighter.
(c) Go through your Overview Source* (hopefully printed or photocopied pages) and highlight information
that will fit in that paragraph (PoB-A) with the same color of highlighter that you highlighted the PoB-A
line above.
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For example, after you highlight the Topic of PoB-A line in Student Box B-2 (about the motte and
bailey castle, for instance) with a pink highlighter, highlight all of the motte and bailey castle
information in your Overview Source pages (that you think you might want to use) with that same
pink highlighter.

(d) Continue in this manner, using the “Color-Coded Research” approach to highlight your PoB lines in
Student Box B-2 and the material in your Overview Source until you have color coded all of your PoB
lines and any of the information in your Overview Source that you think you might use.
+

You may use whatever you desire for your color coding—highlighters, colored pencils
or pens, crayons, etc. (though some implements’ shading will not be seen through, so

you must underline, circle, box, etc., your information if you use these). If your source
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is not one that may be marked on, you may use various colors of sticky notes that you
label (on the edges of the source’s pages).
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*Only use information on your Outlining Cards from your Overview Source that you feel

is especially strong (and not exceeding 50% [Extension--33%]of your paper’s total con-

tent—see note below). Remember, you will get at least 50% [Extension--33%] of your
information from your other source(s).
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<> B-3. Choose one or two other sources (based on your assigned number of sources) that contain information about your topic and that you think will help you write your report—and continue with the “Color
Coded Research”:
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(1) You will need to secure two or three total sources for your report (including your Overview Source), depending on your level and your teacher’s wishes. (Remember that you might need more than two or three
sources if you use one encyclopedia entry for each castle types and your many encyclopedia entries
count as one source in your total number of sources.)
(2) Your Overview Source should have helped you determine your Paragraph of Body Topics clearly. Now
you will continue highlighting/coding information in your other sources following these tips:

a. Use the same color coding in your additional sources as you did in your Overview Source.
i. In other words, if your motte and bailey information in your Overview Source is highlighted in pink
(as is your Topic of PoB-A line in Student Box B-2, for example), continue using pink on your other
sources for the motte and bailey information.
ii. Thus, when you are ready to create your Outlining Cards, you will lay all of your sources out in front
of you and find all of the info you highlighted in pink (from all sources) to take notes for PoB-A, etc.
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